SPEECH & LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Created by Viola Dean, M.S., CCC-SLP


Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Tell your

person feel?










Why are
they feeling this way?
What should they do to
feel better?

What am I?

I am a fruit.
I am yellow.
I am long and
curved.





What is it?
What does it do?
Where does it live?
What does it look like?
It rhymes with ____.

months of the year.
When is your birthday?
How much longer do
you have to wait?

another word for:

large

unhappy

beautiful

things around the
house. For each, say:
“A ___is red.”

things that feel
rough. Then think of
3 things that feel
smooth.

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns!

Mom or Dad set the
table for dinner.
What do we need?















Name 5

Name all 12

Name 4 body

Think of

Name 6



How does this

helper 5 animals
that live in the
water. Which one is
the biggest? Which
one is the smallest?

Name:_______________________________________





Find 5 red

What is the

Think of 3

Think of 3

Play “I spy”

Tell your



Help your

Think of 4

desserts that you like
to eat. Make a
sentence for each.

parts that are above
your shoulders. For
each say, “My ___ is
above my shoulders”.

things you can wear.
What category are
these things in?

opposite of:

tall

new

inside

relatives and say
who they are to you.
e.g., “Sally is my
cousin.”

helper what your
address is. Why is it
important to know
your address?

things that grow on
trees. Say, “A ___
grows on trees.”















helper what you did
on the weekend. Use
full sentences!

What is it?
What do you use it
for?
What does it look like?
Where do you see it?

your favorite foods.
Say if they are
sweet, salty, crunchy,
mushy….?

this person feel?









Tell your

Play “Simon

Says” with your
helper. Take turns!

Think of 3

animals that have
fewer than four legs.
Can you draw them or
write their name?

Name 5 of

Name 3 things

you wear in the
winter. Then name 3
things you wear in
the summer.

How does

When do
you feel this way?

Play a

board game with
your helper. Make
sure to take turns!

Think of

another word for:

afraid

sofa

speedy


What is it?
What do you do with
it?
What does it look like?
Where do you find it?

Find 3 things

in your house that
match:

square

shiny

small



What is the

opposite of:

laugh

curly

heavy
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How are a bike

and a motorcycle the
same? How are they
different?
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Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Think of 3



How does

things that taste
salty, “I like to eat
salty ____.” Can
you draw or write
them?

this person feel?







How are a

star and the moon
the same? How are
they different?

When do
you feel this way?

Name:_______________________________________



Think of

another






word for:
steps
buddy
glad

Think of 6



Play “Simon

Says” with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns.



Find 3 things in






What am I?

I am a toy.
I can fly.
I have a long
string you hold on
to.





Name 3

Say your

things related to
Halloween as you
can think of. Do you
have any in your
house?

things that are
scary. For each say,
“____ are scary.”









What is the

How are a

animals and then
make the noise each
animal makes. Can you
draw or write them?

opposite of:

listen

neat

up

ghost and a skeleton
the same? How are
they different?











Name 3 things

Think of 3

phone number 5
times out loud. Why
is it important to
know your phone
number?

What is it?
Why do you need it?
What is it made of?
Where do you see it?
It rhymes with ____.

Pretend you had



things that are
heavy. Then name 3
things that are light.

your house that match:

white

cold

comfortable

Think of 6

List as many

Play a board

Think of 3

Think of

another






word for:
ill
smelly
giggle

Think of 5

How does

this person feel?

When do
you feel this way?



Think of 4

feeling words. Can
you draw a face for
each feeling?

3 wishes. What would
you wish for? Use full
sentences!

that are smooth. Then
name 3 things that are
rough. Do you have
them in your house?

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns.

body parts that are
on your face. What
does each one do?

things you see in the
fall. Can you draw or
write them?

foods that are
green. Which ones
can you draw?















your house that are
made of plastic. What
are they used for?

What is it?
What does it look like?
Why do you need it?
It rhymes with ____.

helper how you
wash your hands.
What do you do
first/next/last?

What is the

opposite of:

wide

left

whisper

Think of 5

vegetables. Can you
draw or write them?

Find 3 things in

Tell your

Think of 4

things that are
orange. Which ones
do you have in your
house?
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Tell your

helper what you will
be for Halloween.
Use full sentences!
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How does

this person feel?

Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Name 4 things

that are hot. What do
you do with each of
them?



How does this

person feel?
When do you
feel this way?



Play a board

  



Think of 3




Play “I Spy”

things you can throw.
How many can you
draw?

things that are short.
Then think of 3 things
that are long. Which
ones are in your
house?

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns.











Think of

another word for:

wash

sloppy

thin



Find 3 things





word for:
hear
baby dog
furious

Think of 5

plane and a bird the
same? How are they
different?

opposite of:

beautiful

safe

easy

in your house that
match:

another






How are a

What is it?
What does it look like?
Why do you need it?
What is it made of?

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns.

Think of

What is the

What
should he do? When
do you feel this
way?








made of metal

hot
red

How are shoes

and flip flops the same?
How are they different?

Tell your helper

about your favorite
movie. What happens
first/next/ last? Use
full sentences.

Name the days

of the week. What day
is it today? What day
was it yesterday? What
day will it be tomorrow?







Help your

Mom or Dad set the
table for dinner.
What do we need?



Think of 5

animals that have
feathers. How many
can you write or
draw?

I come from a
chicken.
I can be white or
brown.
I am oval.





What am I?

Name 5

Think of 5

things that are
faster than a
skateboard. Which
ones can you draw?



What is the

What is it?
Who uses it?
What do you do with it?
Where do you see it?

things related to
Thanksgiving and
draw or write each
one.

opposite of:

float

empty

above







What am I?

 I am a place.
 You go here for fun.
 I have lots of
rollercoasters.

Think of 5

furry animals. Say,
“A ___ is furry.”
Which ones can you
write or draw?

Name 3

things you could eat
for breakfast.
Which ones do you
like best?
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Tell your

helper what you want
to be when you grow
up and why. Use full
sentences.



Find 5 things

in your house that
are black. What is
each one used for?


What is it?
What does it look like?
How do you use it?
What is it made of?
Who uses it?



Tell your

helper about your
favorite Thanksgiving foods. Use full
sentences!
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How does this

person feel?

Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________





Think of 6

things that are
bigger than a book.
Then think of 3
things that are
smaller than a
book. Which ones
can you find in your
house?

things you can buy
at the grocery
store. Say, “I like to
buy ___.” Which
ones can you draw or
write?







your house that match:

silver

rectangular

made of paper

things related to
winter. Can you draw
or write them?

another word for:

disgusting

filthy

clever

and a fly the same? How
are they different?

to make a snowman
to your helper.
What do you do
first/next/last?
Use full sentences!

Spy” with your
helper. Make sure
to take turns!

things related to the
holidays as you can
think of. What is your
favorite part?















Tell your

Think of 5

Think of 7

helper about what you
did at school today.
Use full sentences!

jungle animals. Say
each one 3 times.





What is it?
What do you do with it?
When do you need it?
What does it look like?
Who has it?

person feel?



What is the

opposite of:

stand

clean

sad

How does this

Think of

How are a bee

Make a wish



Think of 3



Find 3 things in



When do
you feel this way?
What can you do to
feel better?



Describe how

Think of 3

What is the

list for the holidays.
Can you draw or
write it?

things that are
bright. Can you draw
or write any of
them?

pieces of furniture
in your house.
Which room is each
in?

opposite of:

behind

silent

tall











Find 3 things in

Name 6

Think of 6

things you would see
at the zoo. Draw or
write at least 3 of
them.

animals you could
keep as a pet. Can
you draw or write
each?







instruments. Then,
pretend to play each
one.

that are made of cloth
or fabric. What do
they feel like?



Think of 4

Find 5

List as many

What is it?
When do you get it?
What does it look like?
Where do you find it?

your house that are
curved. What are they
and what do you use
them for?

When do
you feel this way?

Play “I

Find 4 things

What is it?
What does it do?
Where do you find it?
What does it look like?

Think of

another word for:

boat

warm

cop





What am I?

I am a piece of
furniture.
I am soft.

Play a board

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

You can sit on me.



Play “Simon

Says” with your
helper. Make sure
to take turns!
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Find 3 things

in your house that
match:

liquid

heavy

tasty
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How are a

cupcake and cookies
the same? How are
they different?

part:












Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Find 3 things in



Think of 3



Think of 4



What is the



Tell your

Which body
chews?
hears?
points?
smells?
runs?
sees?
tastes?
Think of 3



What am I?

 I am a type of
container
 I am made of
paper or plastic
 You use me when
you go shopping



What are

your house that match:

dirty

yellow

square

animals that have
scales. Can you draw
them?

things you can do in
the snow. Which ones
have you done
before?

opposite of:

far

above

fix

helper 5 activities
you can do when it
is raining outside.
Use full sentences!

things that are
green. Can you draw
or write them?

the 4 seasons?
What season is it
now? Which one will
be next?















How does

this person feel?

Play a board

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!



When do
you feel this way?



Find 3 things






Name 5 things

What am I?

I am clothing.
You wear me on
your feet.
I am not a
shoe.



Find 3 things in

Think of 3

Think of

How are a

things that are
smaller than a mouse.
Then think of 3
things that are
bigger than a mouse.

another word for:

mug

shop

boat

What is it?
What do you do with it?

scarf and a hat the
same? How are they
different?









Tell your

Think of 4

Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?

Think of 4

What is the

that are liquid. Then
find 3 things that are
solid. Can you draw or
write them?

you could put in a
closet. Which ones
are in your closet?

your house that match:

colorful

grey

clear

helper what to do if
there was a fire at
your house.

animals that hop.
Where do they
live?

vehicles that have
more than 2 wheels.
Can you draw them?

opposite of:

empty

talk

awake













What is it?
What category/group is it
in?
Where do you see it?
What does it taste like?

things you can find
on the beach and
draw them.



Play “Simon

Says” with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

Think of

another word for:

purse

seat

insect

Think of 3

Think of 4

things that light up.
Do you have any in
your house?

Think of 3

things you can use
to clean. How are
they different?
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What is it?
When do you see it?
Where do you see it?
What does it feel like?
What is it made of?
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What am I?

I am an animal.
I do not have fur.
I live in the water.

Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Think of 4

things that are soft.
Then think of 4
things that are hard.
Do you have any of
them in your room?



Play “I spy”

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns!



Tell your

helper what you did
last weekend. Use full
sentences.



Think of 3

foods that are
healthy. Make a
sentence for each.



List as many

things related to
Valentine’s Day as
you can think of.



this person feel?

When do
you feel this way?





How does

Think of 3



Think of 4



things that you can
find in the ocean. Make
a sentence for each.
How many can you
draw?





What am I?

I am made of
paper.
I have pages.
You read me.





What is

Think of 4







Find 3 things in



Think of 5

apple and an orange
the same? How are
they different?







places you like to
go to. Which one is
closest to your
house? Which one
is farthest from
your house?

things that are
striped. Say, “A ___
has stripes.”



ketchup and mustard
the same? How are
they different?

How are an

the opposite of:

under

throw

grown-up

your house that match:

small

electric

wet

many shapes as you
can think of. For
each, think of
something that has
that shape.



helper about your
favorite animal.
What does it look
like and where do
you see it?

animals that are
smaller than a
mouse. What do
they look like?
How are

Tell your

Think of 5

things that are in
outer space. How do
people get to outer
space?

What is it?
What do you do with it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?

Name as





Think of 3

things that are pink.
Make a sentence for
each. How many can
you draw or write?



Think of 3

things that are made of
metal. What sound does
metal make?

Name as

many things that you
see in school as you
can.

What is it?
What do you do with
it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?



another








Find as many

things you can write
or draw with as you
can.

Think of
word for:
tiny
speedy
sleepy

Play a board

game with your
helper. Make sure
to take turns!

Find 5 things

in the kitchen that
are white. What are
they used for?



How does this

person feel?

When do
you feel this way?
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Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Describe to

your helper what a
leprechaun looks
like. Use full
sentences! Can you
draw one?



What am I?

 I am a plant.
 I am tall and
yellow.
 I like to face
towards the sun.



What is it?
Where do you see it?
What is it made of?
What does it look
like?

Name:_______________________________________



Name 7 things



List as many



Collect gold



Think of 5



List as many



Play I Spy



Tell your

that you see at a
park. Which ones can
you play with?

things that are
crunchy as you can.
Which one do you
like to eat?

objects and make a
pot of gold. What did
you find?

things that are
noisy. Where do you
hear them? Can you
draw one of them?

things related to
St. Patrick’s Day as
you can think of.

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns!

helper what you
would do with a pot
of gold. Use full
sentences!















What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it do?
What does it look like?
It rhymes with ___



List the colors

of a rainbow. Then
think of something
with each color.



Open the

refrigerator and find
3 things that you can
drink. Which one do
you like best?

Think of 5

Think of

Find 4 things

people you know.
What color hair do
they have? Do they
wear glasses?

another word for:

cold

thin

construct

in your house that
you can open and
close.







Find 3 things in

your house that match:

round

black

made of wood



Tell your

helper how to make
a PB&J sandwich.
What do you do
first? Next? Last?

How does this

person feel?

When do
you feel this way?

How much does



Name 5 body

Think of 5

Think of 5

things you see at a
birthday party. Which
ones did you have on
your birthday? Can you
draw them?

action words and
pretend to do the
action.





Think of 4

Play a board

What is it?
What do you do with it?
What is it made of?
What does it look like?

everyone in your family
weigh? Who is the
heaviest? Who is the
lightest?

parts that are below
your chin. Point to
each of them!

animals you see in
the jungle. What
sounds do they
make?

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns.











Think of 5

things that have
wheels. What
category are they in?
Say, “A ___ has
wheels.”

What is the

opposite of:

up

night

sweet





What am I?

I am a food.
I am yellow.
I taste sour.

How does this

person feel?

When do
you feel this way?
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Name 5

things you can see
on a playground.
Which one do you
like to play with?
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Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Pretend you are



Play a board



Name 4



Think of

What is it?
What category/group
is it in?
Where do you see it?
What does it look
like?
How does it taste?



Name 4 things

What is the



How are a lion

opposite of:

bottom

rainy

together

and a tiger the same?
How are they
different?





Think of 3

Think of 5

the Easter bunny.
Where would you hide
eggs? Find 3 tricky
hiding places!

game with your
helper. Make sure
to take turns!

things that are
shaped like a
square. Say, “A ___
is square.”

another word for:

afraid

yummy

chilly

that are yellow. Say,
“A ___ is yellow.”
Which ones can you
draw or write?

things that are fast.
Then think of 3
things that are slow.

things related to
weather. What is the
weather like today?















Go outside and

find 3 different types
of spring flowers.
What do they look like?
Can you draw them?

Play “Simon

Says” with your
helper. Take turns!

How are a

skirt and pants the
same? How are they
different?

Get messy!

Have your helper help
you make Oobleck: mix 1
part water with 1.5–2
parts corn starch. What
does it look like? Feel
like?

this person feel?







What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?

things that are
sticky. What do you
do with each of
them?

things that you see
on a farm. Say, “A
farm has ___.”

person feel?



Think of







another




word for:
hop
silly
many



Think of 3

Describe to

your helper what
the American flag
looks like. Use full
sentences. Can you
draw it?

Think of 5

Think of 5

things that you can
turn on or off. Do
you have them in
your house?

How does

How does this

When do you
feel this way?

Think of 3

people that are taller
than you. Then think of
3 people that are
shorter than you.

Name as

What is the

When do
you feel this way

many things related
to Spring as you can
think of. Can you
draw or write 3 of
them?

opposite of:

wet

loud

sick







Think of 5

Tell your

community helpers.
Then say what each
one does. Use full
sentences!

helper what you need
to do when you brush
your teeth. What step
is first/next/last?
Why is it important?





Play a board

game with your
helper. Make sure
to take turns.

What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
It rhymes with ___.
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Think of 6

things that fly. How
many of them can you
draw or write?
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How are

blocks and Legos the
same? How are they
different?

Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Name as



Think of 3



What is the



Name 4

many sports as you
can think of. Which
ones have you
played before?

things you would see at
the circus. Make a
sentence for each. Can
you draw or write them?

opposite of:

dirty

same

asleep

things that are made
of wood. Do you have
any of them in your
house?









Describe to

your helper what an
elephant looks like.



Look out the

List as many

How does this

things you would take
on a picnic as you can
think of. Who would
you take along?

person feel?





Name 6 body

When do
you feel this way?

Pretend you

Think of

another word for:

huge

finish

tired



Think of 4



Think of 3

things that taste
sour. Do you have
any of them in your
house?


What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
Why do you need it?



Find 5



How does this

person feel?



Get some

When do you feel this
way?

paints or crayons
and mix two colors
together. What
colors did you
make? How do you
make orange?
Green? Purple?





Name 6

Think of 3

fruits and
vegetables. Can you
find any of them in
your house?

ice cream flavors
you like to eat.
Which one do you
like best?





Think of 8

four-legged animals.
Can you draw them
or write their
names?



Play a board





What am I?

I am a body part
I can bend
I am part of
your arm



Help Mom or

window and tell your
helper what you
see. Use full
sentences!

parts that are above
your knees. Then name 2
that are below.

are a super hero.
What superpowers do
you have? Why?

things that are the
same size as a penny.

things that are blue.
Are you wearing
anything blue today?

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

Dad make a
shopping list. Why
do we make
shopping lists?















How are a

trumpet and a drum
the same? How are
they different?

Name 5

different pieces of
furniture. Which ones
do you have in your
house? What are
they used for?

Think of

another word for:

silent

begin

shut

Tell your

helper 3 things you
did at school today.
What was your
favorite? Use full
sentences!

What is the

opposite of:

rough

soft

far

Think of 3

things that are
sharp. What would
happen if you
touched them?
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What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
What is it used for?
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How are

bread and cake the
same? How are they
different?

Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Play “I spy”



Tell your

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns!

helper 3 things you
want to do during the
summer break.





Describe to

Plan a vacation.







What am I?

I live on a farm.
I am white and
soft.
My hair is used
to make wool.



Think of 5





How does

this person feel?

When do you feel this
way?

Name:_______________________________________





Think of 3



Think of 4









Pretend to:

dig a hole
fly like a bird
crawl
water a flower
climb a tree
touch something
slimy



What is the

What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
Why do you need it?

animals that do not
have a tail. Where
do you see them?

things that are the
same shape as a
ball. Draw them or
write down what
they are.

opposite of:

skinny

long

delicious









Think of

Think of 5

How are

your helper what a
banana looks like.

Where do you want to go?
How would you get there?
What would you do?

foods that come in a
box. How many of
them are in your
house? Can you write
or draw them?

another word for:

kind

violet

filthy

What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
Why do you need it?

things you can ride
on and make a
sentence for each.
Say, “I can ride on
a(n) ____.

ambulances and police
cars the same? How are
they different?















Play a board

Name 2 people

Pretend you

Think of 4

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

that are older than you.
Then name 2 that are
younger.

are a doctor. What
are 3 things a
doctor does?

animals that are
brown. Then draw a
picture of each.









How are a

cucumber and a carrot
the same? How are
they different?

with:





What rhymes
sit
face
guy
feel

Think of

another word for:

clever

squishy

sparkly

Think of 5

things you can eat at
a party. Which one do
you like the most?
Which one the least?

What am I?

 I am a food.
 I am cold and sweet.
 I melt in the sun.



What is the

opposite of:

cool

white

many

Pretend to:

 read a book
 swat a fly
 make cocoa



Think of 6

things that have
on/off switches.
Which ones do you
have in your house?
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Help Mom or

Dad wash the dishes.
What do we do
first/next/last?

SPEECH & LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Created by Viola Dean, M.S., CCC-SLP


Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

How are a

sweater and a Tshirt the same?
How are they
different?

Name:_______________________________________



Play a board



Think of 3



What is the



Think of 3

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

things you would take
if you went to the
beach and make a
sentence for each. Can
you draw them?

opposite of:

work

last

pretty

things you can do to
stay cool in the
summer. Say, “I stay
cool by ____.”









What is it?
What do you do with
it?
What does it look like?
Where do you find it?

person feel?





Pretend you

are going swimming.
Think of 5 things you
will need.



Describe to
your helper what a
clock looks like.





How are a crib

and a bed the same?
How are they different?

Pretend to call

a friend or relative on
the phone. What do
you do first/next/last?

How does this

When do
you feel this way?

Think of 3

What is it?
Where do you see it?
What parts does it have?

things that are
colorful. For each, say,
“A ___ is colorful.” Can
you draw or write
them?












Why do you need it?





What am I?
I am a
vehicle.
I can fly.
I do not have
wings.

Pretend to:
walk on a
tightrope
swim
eat ice cream

What am I?

 I am made of metal.
 I am sharp.
 You use me to cut
with.



Think of 5 things

you can bake in the oven.
Say, “You bake a ___ in
the oven.” Which ones do
you like best?



What am I?

 I am a
vegetable.
 I am long.
 I am orange.



Find 3 things



community helper
needs:
 a stethoscope
 a whiteboard





a hose
handcuffs
tools



Tell someone



How does

this person feel?

When do you feel this
way?



Think of

how you plant a flower.
What do you need?
What do you do
first/next/last? Can you
draw a flower?

another word for:

speedy

pricy

unhappy





in your house that
match:

square

smelly

grey
Can you draw them?

with:









Find 5

Which

What rhymes
look
same
fate
bean

Play a board

How are a

horse and a cow the
same? How are they
different?



Help Mom or

things that are red.
What are they?
Are you wearing
anything red today?

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

Dad prepare dinner.
Talk about what a
recipe is. What
ingredients do you
need?







What is

the opposite of:

rich

throw

rude

Think of 5

things babies need.
Can you draw or write
them?
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What is it?
What do you do with it?

Who uses it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?

SPEECH & LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Created by Viola Dean, M.S., CCC-SLP


Instructions: Put up this calendar in a visible place (e.g., on the fridge). Every day this month,
complete one of the listed activities. Draw a happy face in the box when you are done.

Name:_______________________________________



Think of 3



What

things that are made
out of paper. Can you
find any in your
house?

rhymes with:

deep

goat

sunny





How are a

dolphin and a shark the
same? How are they
different?



Summer is

Find 3 things



I live in the jungle.
I have a beak.
I have colorful
feathers.



How does this

person feel?





Think of

another word for:

watch

nap

repair





Describe to




What am I?

in your house that
match:

short

oval

light
Can you draw them?

almost over! Tell
someone 5 things you did
over the break. What
was your favorite part?

your helper what a
flower looks like.



Think of 3

animals that can
sting. What should
you do when you get
stung?

When do
you feel this way?





Pretend to:

make a sand castle
lift something
heavy
play the piano



What am I?

 I am an
instrument.
 I have strings.
 You use a bow to
play me.



Think of 3

animals that have
more than 4 legs.
What do they look
like?



Think of 5

zoo animals. What
sound do they make?
Can you make that
sound?



Play “I spy”

Make some

person feel?





Think of 3

animals with fins.
Say, “A ___ has
fins.” Can you draw
or write them>


What is it?
Where do you see it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
Why do you need it?



Think of 3

things that are
fragile. Can you find
any in your house?





rhymes with:






meet
rake
team
high

How does this

lemonade by mixing:
- 1¾ cups sugar
- 8 cups water
- 1½ cups lemon juice
How does it taste?
Why does it taste
that way?

with your helper.
Make sure to take
turns!

What



How are a cup

and a glass the same?
How are they
different?



How are

pancakes and
waffles the same?
How are they
different?

When
do you feel this way?

Play a board



Think of 3

game with your
helper. Make sure to
take turns!

vehicles that do not
have wheels. Which
ones have you been
on before?





Look in a

mirror and make a
face that is:





happy
sad
angry
scared



bored








Describe to

your helper what a
dragon might look like.
Have you ever seen
one? Why not?

What am I?



I am yellow.
I am hot.
I am in
outer space.

things that are
louder than a clock.
Think of 3 things
that are quieter.

What is the



opposite of:

boy

sister

grandma
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Think of 3

What is it?
Who uses it?
What does it look like?
What is it made of?
Why do you need it?

